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Watch that Fish!
l. Draw a picture of your fish. Include as much detail as

possible.

2. Describe how the fish moves forward.

3. Describe how it turns.

4. Can the fish swim backwards? Which fin does it use?

5. Can the fish swim in one spot? Which fins does it use?

6. Which fins does it use to move up and down?

7. Which fin does the fish use to keep on a steady course?

8. As the fish swims, does it keep its mouth open or
closed?

9. What else do you notice about your fish?
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A Fish is What.
Fish are defined by scientists a.s cold-blooded, aquatic,
gill breathing vertebrates equipped with fins and usually
scales. That is a mouthful! Let's explore what. this
definition means.

A. Cold blooded

Three cold-blooded animals Three warm-blooded animals

2.2.

3. 3.

Check your guesses with an encyclopedia.

Is a fish warm-blooded or cold-blooded?

What does "aquatic" mean?
 Hint: Where do fish live?I

List three other aquatic animals:

3.

C. Gills

Fish, like people, need oxygen to live. They take their
oxygen from the water around them. Oxygen is taken from the
water through fine filaments on the fish's gills. Gills are
located at the back of the fish's mouth cavity and are under
a gill cover that protects them. The fish make water pass
over its gills by opening its mouth to take in water, then
closing its mouth and forcing the water over the gills and
out from beneath the gill cover.

Some animals are cold-blooded. That means the temperature
of their bodies is the same as the temperature of the air or
water in which they live. Some animals are warm-blooded.
That means that. the temperature of their bodies is always
the same warm temperature, and does not change with the
temperature of the air or water around them. Try naming...



Locate the ill filament.s in the picture. As water passes
over the gill filaments, which are long and slender, oxygen
is taken from the water for the fish to use.

fewer and shorter than the filaments, strain food out of the
water for the fish to use. Color the part of the gill used
to breathe blue. Color the part of the gill used to strain
the food from the water red.

D. Vertebrates

A fish is a vertebrate. Look up the word "vertebrate" in
the dictionary. Name three other animals that are verte-
brates.

2.

3.

E. Fins

The fins on a fish all work together. Remember your
observations of a live fish in the la.st investigation?
Color the fin the fish uses to move forward in the water
blue. This fin is called the caudal or tail fin. Label the
caudal fin in the drawing below.



Color the fins the fish u.ses to go up and down red. These
are the pelvic and pectoral fins. They also act as brakes
for the fish.

F. Scales

A fish is usually covered from head to tail by a coat of
scales. These scales are a. type of bone. Scales increase
in size as the fish grows. Rings, like the ones that form
in tree trunks, also form on growing scales. Each ring
represent" one year of the fish's life. The tiny scale
the center is just the start of the growth. How old was
this fish?

The fin on

dorsal fin

dorsal and

These fins

moves.

the back is called the dorsal fin. Label the
in the drawing below. Locate the anal fin. The
anal fins help to balance the fish in the water.
keep the fish from rolling over and over as it
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Fish to Classify
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The Three Major Groups of Fish

~ no j aws
~ no paired fins

gill opening is a
round hole

~ skeleton of cartilage,
not bone

~ no scales

j aws
~ some paired fins

~ gill openings are
5-7 slit.s on either
side of the body

~ skeleton of

cartilage, not bone
~ no scales

~ j aws
~ some paired

fins

~ single gill
opening on
either side of

the body
~ skeleton of

bone
~ scales
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Directions: Cut apart these body parts and their functions.
Correctly match them and glue or tape them to another sheet
of paper.

FunctionsBody Parts

gills pumps blood through the body

digests foodgonad

stores blood and filters out poisons
from the blood

swim or gas bladder

kidney produces eggs or sperm

carries food from mouth to stomachheart

liver remove waste from the body

provides body support and protects
the spinal cord

spleen

carries messages from the brain to
other pa.rts oi the body

stomach

controls the fish's activitiesesophagus

absorbs oxygen from the water,
gathers food from the water

spinal cord

maintains buoyancy, regulates pres-
sure by releasing or absorbing gas

brain

breaks down red blood cellsbackbone

Body Parts and Their Functions
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Spawning
Salmon Cards
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from ALASKA Tidelines

Black gums

King or Chinook Spots may not be clear

Very narrow
Pink or Humpback

Fine black speckling Dark fin edges

Chum or Dog

Red or Sockeye

Ocean Salmon
Identification Charts
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Ocean and Spawning Salmon
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Salmon Life Cycle Stages
Directions: Cut apart and place in the proper order.



following paragraphs. Then put down the correct answer as
you read. How well did you predict?  super, great, O.K.,
or better next time!!

Correct

Answer
!dy

Prediction

How many kinds, or
species, of Pacific
salmon are there.

How many kinds of Pacific
salmon are found. in

Alaskan waters?

2.

3. What does anadromous

mean?

Where do salmon lay their
eggs?

5. How big are sa.lmon eggs?

What are salmon ca.lied

when they have a yolk
sac?

Salmon ar> inch long are
called

7.

Salmon 3-4 inches long
are called

8.

What color are ocean

sa lmon?

l0. What helps a salmon
return to the stream

where it was hatched?

2 �W

A Salmon's Life Cycle ->-'= -~�
Predi.ct the answers to these questions before you read the
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est"

elf lc

ave

their

our

Pac if ic salmor. are found along the North American coast from
Cali fornia to Alaska and in Asia from 3apaii to the Soviet
Uniori. In Alaska, we have five of the six species of
Pacific salmon. The Japanese cherry salmon is found only
arcund the Japai.ese Islands and the nearby Asian mainland.
The one species of Atlantic salmon lives in the waters of
New Englar;d., Canada's eastern provinces, anci across the
Atlantic Ocean in Iceland, the British Isles, Norway and as
far south as Spain.

Pacifi.c salmon are all anadromous. That means they hatch
from eggs in fresh water, travel to salt water to grow and
rrature, and then return to fresh water to deposit their owri
eggs, cr. spawn in gravel. The eggs are bright pink, about
the size of a pea. In late fall or winter, the eggs hatch
and become a.levine  pronounced. al'-luh-vins!. These little
baby salmon, or larvae, have huge yolk sacs attached to
their bodies. The 1 olk sac provides all the food each fish
needs. By late spri.ng or summer, these alevins have con-
sumed their yo'k sac and are ready to emerge from the gravel
as ~fr . By this tinie, the baby salmon are an irich long.
They eat snial 1 insects and plankton  tiriy f loating plants
arid. animals! . After one or more winters in lakes or
streams, the salmon are 3-4 inches long and are called
smolts or fingerlirigs. They are ready to begin their
jourrrey downstream to the ocean. When they reach the ocean,
salmon begin to eat. greedily. They grow rapidly. They are
bright and .; lvery. After 1 to 5 years in the ocean, they
travel up f reshwater streams to reac h their spawr~ing place.
The salmoii stop feedirig and their bodies change rapidly.
Thei.r color turrs from silver to shades of copper, brown,
rect or greer~. The upper jaw of the male becomes hooked
downward, arid the shape of his body may change as well.

Salmon almost always spawn in the same stream in which they
were hatched. Biologists think a salmon's sense of smell is
important in helping it return home. When the salmon reach
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their spawning spot, the female digs a nest, or redd, with
her tail. As she deposit' eggs in the redd, they are
fertilized by a male of the same species. Using her tail,
the female salmon then covers her eqgs with material from
the stream bed. Soon after they have spawned, the salmon
die. Their bodies become food. for bears, birds and other
animals of the stream and bays into which the water flows.
And the nutrients from their bodies help make these waters
more productive. Thus, the adult salmon help to insure that
there will be food for their young.
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Directions: Write the word from the column on the left in
front of the correct meaning.

Humpy

Chum 2.

To lay and fertilize eggs.3.Fry

Alevin

Spawn

Chinook

Redd

Sockeye 8.

Life cycle 9.

10.

12. Red salmon.

Smolt

How mell did you do?

16 ri.ght � Biologist

13-15 right � Better luck next time

10-12 right � ~ust getting started

Under 10 right � Well, I like to eat fish!

Plankton

Fingerling

Anadromous

Coho

Salmon Match Game

A young salmon ready to go to sea.

A round hole in a gravel bed where
salmon eggs are laid,

Any rish that is hatched in fresh
water but lives most of its life
in salt water.

Very t.iny plants and animals that.
live in the sea.

Salmon young that have used up their
yolk sac.

Newly hatched salmon with its yolk
sac still attached to its body.

A kind of circle of life. The
chain of life from birth to death, ~m
to birth again.

The symbol oi male animals.

The symbol for female animals.

Another name for a smolt.

13. King salmon.

14. Dog salmon.

15. Silver salmon.

16. Pink salmon.
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Word Search

R E U S A M 0 N P V I Q U Y

M 0 Z R M N U Y L B D D E R

X I'3 C G A P A K S 0 C I M E

S 0 C K E Y E D S P A U N T

L M A I R 0 D N R N A S B 0

N L R 0 T I G N Y 0 V V S T

I A H B S P A W N M M I G K

V S I C L D E M E U N 0 T S

E G H S C T A R S H 0 N U T

L N S I A P E N U C T P A S

A I G R N 0 B B L E 0 P

Q K G U N S V E S T E H R D

S I E S P I N K S A L M 0 N

S U H C N Y H E< 0 C N 0 Y

8.

9.

10.

11.

MlGRATE

PINK SALMON

REDD

SOCKEYE

SPAWN

l.

2.
3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

ALEVIN

ANADROMOUS

CHUM

COHO

EGGS

FRY

KING SA1 MON

Can you find the 13 "salmon words" in the square below?
Some words may be diagonal or even backwards!



Pink Salmon Game
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Only the Strong
Survive

 Adapted from the Alaska State
lIuseum's Salmon Kit!

Use the numbers below to f hand out how many salmon are left.
Use this page for your work.

l. A salmon deposjted 5,000 eggs in a redd.

2. Five hundred �00! eggs were not
fertilized.

3. Sixty �0! were wasned. out of the gravel
when a 3-wheeler crossed the stream.

4. &iud from building a. new subdivision
eroded into the stream ana suffocated
one thousand �,000!.

5. Three hundred. �00! alevin died because
thev were verv weak.

6. After the alevins developed i.nto rry,
five hundred �00! were eaten by other
tish ln the stream.

7. Forty-one �1! were eaten by birds

8. As they neared the ocean, 260 salmon were
caught ir, a pool where they got too hot
because of thermal pollution from a.
coa"-fired power plant.

9. In the ocean, 1,500 were eaten by bigger
fish.

10. Seals ate 95.

11. Fisherman caught 556.

As the sa rior, returned to their spawning
stream, bears a.te 180 of them.

Three �! were da.shed against the rocks
trying to jump a waterfall.

13.

14. The rest of th» salmon spawned.

15. HGW blANY SALi~>ON WERE I EF T TG SPAh N?
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What's for Dinner?
All animals and plants must have food to survive. Our
coastal waters are particularly rich in food resources. See
if you can figure out who eats who in this picture. Draw
arrows from the predators to the prey What runs this whole
system?
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Halibut are the biggest flatfish in the world. The largest
on-. caught in Alaska weighed about 500 pounds and came from
ne .r Petersburg. Females grow aster than males and get
bigger. One record-sized fernale was 8 feet, 9 inches long.
Females live longer, too. The oldest recorded female was 42
years old, but the oldest recorded male was only 27 years
old.

Halibut spawn in the w'nter in. deep ocean waters. Each
spawning female may produce as many as 3 million eggs.
Instead of depositing her eggs on the ocean floor, she
releases them into the ocean. The eggs are just heavy
enough to stay adri.ft about 300 to 600 feet below the
surface. The young fi.sh that. develop from the eggs are
trarisparer;t. except for thei.r eyes, and. li.ke sa.lmon, they
have a large yolk sac for food. Until they are about
or,e-half inch long, halibut look like normal, upright fish.
But then, the eye on the left side of the head starts to
move around to the right. By the time the fish is a. little
over an inch long, the left eye has stopped. moving and the
young fi.sh looks like its parents. Now it is a fi.sh that
can lie or> its side on the ocean bottom and still be able to

see with two eyes because both are on the top si.de of its
head. Underneath, the hali.but is white to match the ocean' s
surface, while i.ts top side i.s dark and mottled to match the
ocean bottom. It can even change colors to match the
different colored ocean floor.

Now flat, the young fish rise and are carried toward shore
by ocean currents. By the time tney are 6 or 7 months old,
halibut set.tie to the bottom of the sea where they feed on
shrimp, young crab', aria other bottom-dwelling ariimals.
When the fish are older, they move farther from shore. When
they are 7 to 12 years old, they begin to spawn once a year.
Soon, they are big enough to be caught by fishermen and
women, li.ke you. and mel

Now answer these questions:

1. What is curious about the left eye of the halibut?

Where do female halibut leave their eggs when they
spawn?

2.

Halibut, and about 20 other species of ish found in
Alaska's waters, are ca'led. fla.tfish. They are flat and
built to spend much of the'r lives lying quietly on the
ocean iloor, motionless, but alert fc r any smaller fi.sh that
might make a good meal.



3. When young halibut settle to the ocean floor, what do
they eat?

Male halibut grow faster and live longer than female
halibut.  True or false?!

a. How long might a very large halibut be?

b. How much might a very large halibut weigh?

5.

6. How old are halibut before they begin to reproduce?

7. Halibut eggs drift 300 to 600 feet below the ocean
surface. There are 6 feet in a fathom. How many
fathoms below the surface are the eggs?

8. If each mature female halibut releases as many as 3
mi.llion eggs a year, why i.sn't the ocean clogged with
halibut?

Hali but eggs are transparent. How is that import ant to
their survival' ?

9.

10. List four different ways that halibut camouflage
themselves.

a.

b.

C ~

d.

11. If you caught a 105 pound halibut and decided to sell
it to the cannery at 850 per pound, how much wo~ld your
fish be worth'?
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Stream Checklist

salmon adultmink

muskrat

salmon fry
gull

muskrat pushup
salmon smolt

kingfisher

salmon eggs

beaver lodge
harrlequin duck

dolly varden

trout

bear

tracks

grayling

fox

beaver

Dipper or water ouzel

river utter = � � � � � otter slide



rocks

animal scat

mayfly mayfly nymph

/ floating stick
stonefly nymph

water beetle

stonefly

mud

caddis fly

mosquito
riffle

gravel

fairy shrimp

round stem pool

streamside trees

CI

mosquito larvae

streamside bushes

triangular stem

black fly blackfly larvae

caddis fly larvae
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Stream Transect
STREAM TBANSECT-TEAM

Team Nembers

Name of

Stream

Location of transect

Transect length

Water temperature

Size

Draw pictures of the aquatic insects found in your transect.

List birds or mammals observed in your transect

Draw pictures of animal tracks or signs found. in your
transect.

Describe the streamsi.de vegetation along your transect.

Nake a map of pools and riifles on the back of this sheet
and add any other observations.

Streambank temperature

Air temperature

Stream bottom type

Average stream depth

Fish S ecies

Average stream wi.dth

Numbers
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Muskl at

p j.nta ' 1
salmo~ adult

muskrat pushupmallard

Salmon eggs

gull

beaver

Salmon try

trur,ipeter swar beaver lodge

sa.imon smolt

animal tracks
Hald eagle dolly varden

troutfrog

~ ~y 0 ~

burbottoad

3i=

I
shee f 1 sh

Lake Checklist

Pit' !
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rocks

mosquito

g ravel-W!
v'

'!

pondweeds

log in water

floating stick

animal scat

lakeside bushes

water flea

caddis fly adult

caddis fly larvae

damselfly adult

predacious diving
beetle adult

dragonfly adult

dragonfly nymph

water boatment

water strider

mosquito larvae
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Lake Transect
Transect Team

Date

1. Team i~leriibers

Name o f Lake2.

Transect Location3.

Transecr. Length

Lake shore temperature

hiater temperature

Air temperature

Lake bottom type

Estimated lake size6.

Size7. i.'ish S ecies i'lumber s

d. Draw pictures of the ac;uatic insects found in your
transect.

9. List birds and mammals observed n your transect.

10. Draw pictures of anioial tracks or signs found in your
transect.



11. Describe and draw the lakeside vegetation along your
transect.

12. Collect a plankton sample.

13. Take a secchi disk reading. At what depth does the
disk disappear?

14. Nake a rough map of the lake on the back of this sheet
and add any additional observations.
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How the Fish Came Into the Sea
A Tiingit Myth

Af ter Raven bri.ng daylight to all the people he keep walkin'
north, lookin' around, he keep goirrg up, up north. And he
see something big, big just like a scow way out orr the sea,
like a floating box, ar d he ask:

"What is it out there?"

"That's a tarrk. All different kinds of fish in there. They
try tc keep them in there so there's no fish going around
this ocean."

Well, he's thi,nkin' about it., how he's gonna get it. Raven
send that black and white bird with the long tail � tne
magpie � to go up arrd cut a cane for him, ar d. he f ix i t like
octopus f i nger, he carve it like two tentacles of the
octopus. He's gor,na try to drag in that big scow with it,
no matter l,ow far off a thing is, that octopus finger cane
will always reach it.

Zn the evening Raven got all the peoples together and they
beat drurvs. He hold. the cane in his hands anc, move it

arounc, goi.ng up, going down, going a.round, testing it. All
right. That woman said she's satisfied wi.th it. Then he
get all the peoples down on the beach and they begin to
sing, and he start to hook it, he tried to pull that thing
ashore. And he tried agai~.

"OOH, OOH, OOH, OH, OH!"

Saying to the people "Sing stronger all i>e time" and. l.e
tried again.

And he begin to draw t in to shore little by little.
Firrally, he pull it onto the beach and he jump inside, and
he oper each door. He open the doors for smelts  fish,
small fish! and the smelts comes out from that tank. After
that herrings, ard oolichons, and out of the other sides,
king salmon first, and humpies, and coho, and later on the
one they call the fall fisl'r, dog salmon, and last comes the
ones that stop, the halibut and flounders and cod, and he
pushed them out.

See, just the way he opened the doors, is gust the way they
come every year. Ido mistake on it. And Raven was satis-
fied, he released all that fislr to go around the world.

Told by Billy Wilson, Sr., of Hoonah, Alaska.



Halibut Hooks

~ong before they knew about steel, frori which modern fish-
hooks are remade, Indiar.s of the Pacific Northwest coast made
hooks out of wood and bone. One of the special hooks was,
and still is, the halibut hock. It oiten includes a care-
ful v carvea aesign that encourages a spirit. helper to aid
in catching the halibut.

The halibut hook is made of two pieces of wood. The lower
part of the hook with the design, is often made of yew, a
wood that gets harder as it ages. The top piece of the hook
is usually made of yellow cedar. The cedar must not have
kr< ts in j.t and. shculd be aged as much as a year before it
i s LLsed,

hali.but hook may take several hours or days to make. Much
of the time goes into carefully carving the piece of yew.
Khan the cedar piece of the hook has been shaped, it is
fi.tted with a r.cok, whi.ch traditionally was a piece of
sharpened bone lashed to the cedar with strips of rawhide or
split roots. oday a. nail may be used. instead of bone. The
hook part should be shaped so that when they are placed
together three fingers wi.ll iit between the widest part of
the opening betweer. the two parts. There should be a
thur.-b � width between the tip of the bone or nail and the
piece of yew. By drawing an imaginary line along the bone
or r ail and extending zt to the piece of yew, the maker
knows where to dri.ll the hole through which he will put the
I'ne. The finished halibut hook. is usually about. 8 inches
long. Before the invention of nylon and other modern
fishing lines, the hook was a tached to lines made of
r;atural materials such as strips of cecar bark, kelp stems
and rawhide.

To use a. halibut hook, the hook must f~rst be baited with
octopus, herring or some other meat. The bait should be
wrapped over the top of the hook and around the bone cr nail
point so it doesn't show.



The fisherman. wants the hook to float just of f bottom, so a
weight is attached to the line a short distance from the
hook. Sometimes fishermen use rocks for weights. The rocks
are tied in such a way that they will hold the hook near the
bottom, but can be released by a tug on the line. ln that
way the fisherman does not have to pull up the rock as well
as the fi.sh. From the weight, the line goes up to a float.
After the hook and weight are dropped down, the float
attached to the line stays on the surface so the hook can
always be located.

The fi.sherman chooses a favorite spot in which to set hi.s
hook. Knowing where halibut may be found takes years of
fishing experience.

Halibut swim along the bottom, and they are not very fussy
about what they eat. When a iish sees the baited halibut
hook, it opens its mouth wide. The lower sides of the mouth
slide between the two pieces of the hook and when the fish
tries to spit out the hook because it cannot be swallowed,
the bone or nail point catches onto the fish and it is
hookedt



Questi< n':

> hat ki.nds ot wood are preferred. for making ha' ibut
hooks?

What i.s used for the point that will. actually catch the
c1s1

What was used a; a weight or sinker?

Wh t do vou think might have been used for a float?

4.

6. What i.s used for bait on the halibut hook?

7. Why was one si de o f the halibut hook o f ten carved'?

B. How long does it take to make a halibut hook'?

9. Now, try to make your own hali.but hock!

3. before the use of ceylon or other line, what natural
materials mi.gh have been used to make the line for the
ha'ibut hook?
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Fish Wheels

Fish wheels have various shapes and sizes, but the typical
Alaskan fish wheel is a large structure mounted between log
rafts. It usually has two baskets, but sometimes may have
three. A board chute is on the side of rhe basket nearest
the axle of the fish wheel. On the side of the log raft is
a storage box for fish.

'1'he fi.sh wheel is powered by the river's current. The force
of the current against the paddies of the fish wheel causes
the wheel to turn slowly. Fish. moving upstream are caught
in the scoop-like baskets as they swim upstream. Then, the
fish are carri.ed upward, out of the water, by the baskets.
As the wheel once again starts downward toward the water,
the fish slides out of the slanted chute at the bottom of
the basket and falls into the storage box. The fish wheel
is so cleverly constructed that it can catch fish and place
them in storage wi.thout u .ing any energy except that of the
passing water. The wheel doesn't need anyone to run it,
except for occasional checking to remove fish from the
storage box.

bank of the. river with

built from the. fish wheel
the wheel, but othertimes
to the wheel.

The fish wheel is anchored to the
cables . Sometimes a. boardwalk is
to shore so the owner can waik to
a skiff i.s used to get from shore

Fi.sh wheels in Alaska are u.sed both by people wno catch fish
to use themselves and by people who want to sell them.

Fish wheels are used today on the Yukon, Tanana, Ku kokwim
and Copper Rivers.

Fi sh wheels are an old, old idea that didn't originate in
Alaska. No one knows f or sure where the f irst ri sh wheels
were used but it may have been in China several hundred
years ago. Fish wheels were first u.sed i.n the United States
in the 1800s. After being introduced in. the Eastern states,
they were tried in other parts oi the country. Around 1900,
a fish wheel was used for the first time in Alaska, on the
Tanana River.



Answer these questions:

1. How long have fish wheels been used in Alaska?

2. What turns the fish wheel?

3. How does the fish wheel catch a fish?

4, Where are the fish kept after they are caught.?

6. In Alaska, fish wheels are only used today on four
large rivers. Which rivers are these?

Draw a map of Alaska showing these river and your
hometown.

7.

5. Fish wheels may be used for subsistence fish.ing, How
else may they be used?


